This paper proposed a new average non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NAVNSGA). This idea is inspired from the combination of non-elitist multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, elitist multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, and statistical calculations. The proposed NAVNSGA is improved the disadvantages of the Elitist multi-objective algorithms and Non-elitist multi-objective algorithms as possible. The NAVNSGA is compared with useful algorithms such as the non-elitist sorting genetic algorithm (NSGAI) and non-elitist sorting genetic algorithm (NSGAII) and the results obtained are showed the superiority of the proposed algorithm. Additionally, the NAVNSGA algorithm is combined with the concepts of the Game theory to propose a hybrid algorithm for determining Nash equilibrium in the game theory. The combination of the NAVNSGA algorithm with the game theory previously is used for improving engineering systems, such as I-beam designing. The results obtained are showed the advantage of the proposed algorithm with those reported in the literature.
Introduction
Nowadays, artificial intelligence is used for solving real-world problems [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Classical methods do not solve Multi-objective problems which makes proposing the new methods necessary. There are various methods for solving multi-objective problems. In the past decade, the evolutionary algorithms have been very useful [5] . Evolutionary algorithms are used in designing and implementing many engineering problems. Recently, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are used to solve problems in game theory. Some applications have been developed for simulating the combination of evolutionary algorithms and the game theory [6] . One of the important problems in game theory is determining a Pareto front. If the expectation for selecting one solution of the Nash equilibrium is higher than other, this point is called a "focal point" [7] . Finding "focal point" in game theory for solving problems in the real world is a challenge subject. Therefore, this brings us to combine the NAVNSGA Algorithm with the game theory. On the other hand, the NAVNSGA algorithm is designed to concentrate some solutions that are balanced more among other Nash equilibrium points. Multi-objective evolutionary sorting algorithms have been used in finding solutions of many multi-objective problems in the real world. They have been also widely used in optimizing engineering systems [8] , [9] , [10] , [6] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . On the other hand, the development of multiobjective optimization algorithms used in many scientific fields is unequivocal. On the other hand, solving the disadvantage of multi-objective sorting algorithms (the NSGAII is the most well-known algorithm) leads us into to optimize many scientific problems [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . The algorithm proposed in this paper, the NAVNSGA algorithm tries to improve the disadvantage of NSGAI and NSGAII algorithms combinatorial to achieve balanced solutions. Then, the NAVNSGA algorithm illustrated for designing an I-Beam, the results obtained are compared with NSGAI and NSGAII algorithms and it is better than those reported in the literature.
The general form of multi-objective functions
The general form of multi-objective function is defined as follows [26] , [27] :
Find a vector X with X ⃗ ⃗ = {X 1 , X 2 , … , X N } components; so, the functions f i (X ⃗ ⃗ ) , i = 1,2, … , k can be minimized and constrained to the following conditions:
Subject to:
The combination of evolutionary algorithms for multi-objective optimization problems using game theory approach is much simpler than classical methods.
Non-elitist multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
The most well-known and widely used algorithm in this field is NSGAI [26] . The algorithm can be outlined as follows (Algorithm 1): 2) For every individual in this subset do these five steps:
2-1. Set fitness for all individuals Fi=Fmin+.
3) Delete this sub set of population. 4) Set Fmin with minimum fitness in this sub set.
The main disadvantage of the NSGAI is gradually tending to specific points in Pareto front and such a feature is used in the NAVNSGA and the NAVNSGA algorithm use it for finding a Nash equilibrium of the Game Theory [28] .
Elitist multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
One of the most widely used algorithms in this field is the NSGAII (Algorithm 3) [25] . Its procedures are given as follows: The first disadvantage encountered in the NSGAII algorithm is that individuals may be repeated numerously in a new population, since they belong to a higher-rank set. In fact, NSGAII is faced with the problem of slow convergence [27] , [25] . The second problem is that, if the size of the first non-dominated set is bigger than the size of population then the convergence decreases and individuals tend to an extremum value of objective functions [26] .
Proposing a New AVerage Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
A New AVerage Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NAVNSGA) is proposed in this paper to solve the disadvantage of NSGAI and NSGAII algorithms that discussed later. Therefore, they were explained in detail in previous sections. The NAVNSGA algorithm is similar to many multi-objective sorting algorithms, but differs in some details. There are three sub-algorithms or innovations in the NAVNSGA algorithm which are discussed later. Each innovation is a heuristic approach for increasing the performance of searching procedure of the NAVNSGA algorithm.
The first innovation in the NAVNSGA algorithm
The first innovation in the NAVNSGA algorithm is that mute and cross operators to explore and to exploit by using of the non-dominated sub-set. Thus for decreasing diversity, we need a new approach which is explained below. New cross operator works as follows:
 A chromosome in the dominated set can cross with a chromosome from the nondominated set with a probability of cross rate and generate a new child.
New mute operator works as follows:
 A chromosome in the dominated sub-set can mute with a chromosome from the nondominated set with a probability of mute rate and generate a new child.
 The non-dominated set is crossed and muted randomly.
The second innovation in the NAVNSGA algorithm
As mentioned earlier, the NSGAII algorithm obtains an early convergence which tends toward the non-dominated set. The following statistical procedure is explained to solve this disadvantage(the i is index of non-dominated set, the j is index of dominated set. 
The Low value is determined by and related to the problem. The equation (2) is a statistical method that uses for increasing diversity in [29] . If the condition in Eq. (2) is satisfied, some genes of chromosomes in the non-dominated set( the first class ) will be randomly reset. In fact, it is a Hill-Climbing method that is using for blind search [29] . The procedure of the NAVNSGA algorithm is as follows (Algorithm 5):
Algorithm 5. The NAVNSGA algorithm.
1) The basic population (Pt0) is randomly initialized. 2) Children form through parent population using New Mute and New Cross. 3) Pt is then concatenate with children population (Ct). 4) Pt+Ct is divided into non-dominated sets (Like NSGAII). 5) Sub-sets are then added to the new population by the order of non-dominated concept. The first sub-set, sub-set 1, which dominates other sub-sets is added to the population, and then the second set is added, etc. 6) Is the size of the last sub-set for adding the new population more than whole remaining size? If "Yes"; go on to the next step. If "No"; go to step (9). 7) First, Members of the last set is sorted with New Fitness Sharing algorithm. 8) The sorted sub-set (by the order of fitness) is added to the end of the population. 11) The sub-set of the non-dominated with a strong Mute Rate is mutated. 12) Are End conditions satisfied? If "Yes"; Then go to step (13) . If "No"; Then go to step (2).
13) End.
In step (10) when distance of best solution in each objective function is very near to average of population, it means the diversity decreased, so we use a strong mutation to increase diversity. The New Fitness Sharing algorithm explained later.
The third innovation in the NAVNSGA algorithm
As considered in the previous algorithm (Algorithm 5), the Pt+Ct population is first classified based on the dominance concept. However, if the size of remaining individuals in the last set that must add within new population is more than the size of whole remaining individuals of the new population, the last sub-set will be sorted based on the New Fitness Sharing algorithm(This method is similar to niche count method of NSGAII). Then, the sorted sub-set adds to the end of the new population. The New Fitness Sharing algorithm have the same operators with the Niche Count, but the reason of proposed the New Fitness Sharing algorithm is the advantage of the NSGII; when the number of generations increases, all individuals lie on Pareto front and they are distributed on the Pareto Front( investigated by Deb [26] ). In many real-word problems; however, the aim is to achieve a Nash equilibrium ("focal point" [7] ), or a limited space in Pareto front. When the number of generation increases, using the Niche Count method is concentrated solutions. In this way, more feasible number of suggestions are calculated for balancing objective functions with respect to one another. In fact, when the number of generation increases, using New Fitness Sharing Algorithm caused solutions do not tend towards maximum or minimum values of the objective function; rather, they tend to objective functions with more balanced value, and we have the special area in Pareto Front.
A New Fitness Sharing Function
The New Fitness Sharing function is different from the sharing function proposed by Deb in [26] . The algorithm is comprised of the following steps: 1) The rank number of a subset (last class) is assigned to fitness value of individuals in last sub non-dominated (fInitial fitness).
2) Obtain a niche count from the following equation ( , j = 1,2, … , The number of sub set members)
3) Obtain individual's fitness from the following equation:
3) Sort the sub-set based on fitness. 4) Fill the end of the new population sequentially by this sub-set.
According to the procedures of the New Fitness Sharing function, the fitness of individuals in the last class is determined in step 3. Afterwards, individuals are sorted based on their assigned fitness and then the sorted array is added to the remaining of new population by order. The New Fitness Sharing function is also different from individual selection method for the new generation in NSGAI.
Game theory approach
In the game theory, there are two types of games: the non-cooperative games and the cooperative games [5] , [14] , [15] , [30] , [31] . A basic understanding of those games is that, the number of design variables (N) are equal of number of objective functions (K). In the game theory, each objective function corresponds as a player. Therefore, in problems which the goal is to find the minimum, the ith player tries to minimize its corresponding function f i . Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, the ith player just controls x i variable in the problem, only one variable (It should not affect any other variable). So, the ith player tends to minimize its corresponding function fi (x1,x2, … ,xi, …,xn). Other players can affect the value of fi through controlling other variables in the problems, such as x1,x2, … ,xi-1, xi+1 … ,xn. In other words, the ith player can control the value of objective functions corresponding to other players, which are f1, f2, … , fi-1,fi+1, … , fn, through controlling its own corresponding variable which is xi. The player who "announces" its move first, in order to selecting an appropriate value for its variable can force other players to play in its own selected equilibrium point. A feasible solution X ⃗ ⃗ for a multi-objective problem is called Pareto optimal point that is defined as follows, there is no other feasible solution like Y ⃗⃗ ⃗ such that f i (Y ⃗ ⃗ ) ≤ f i (X ⃗ ⃗ ) for i= 1,2,…,k with f j (Y ⃗ ⃗ ) < f i (X ⃗ ⃗ ) for at least one j [10] . The first task in cooperative games is finding Pareto optimal set or Pareto space (SP). All points on one solution space can be considered as Pareto front points. Therefore, each point in this area is characterized by not being dominated by any other points in its surrounding. Then, the second task is to find a specific element (a parameters vector) from SP which represents a compromise solution which is acceptable for all players. This point is the "focal point" mentioned earlier.
In order to achieve this, players determine specific rules for negotiations which can be used for formulating a supercriterion condition or a bargaining model. Then, the super-criterion may be used for converting a multi-objective optimization problem into only a single-objective optimization problem, this solution which makes a compromise solution (focal point) accepted by all players(an element from Sp or Pareto optimal set). Finding a Pareto optimal set Sp and also finding a unique solution (an element from Sp) based on multi-objective constraints have been widely investigated under the study of Game theory. Hybrid and improved methods of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms and Game theory are attracted attention for optimization problems, because these methods are simple computation.
The combination of Game Theory and New AVerage Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
In the proposed hybrid (cooperative) Game theory, all players compromise on one solution using a mutually compromised bargaining model or super-criterion model. In this study, the multi criterion is defined in such a way that deviation of them for the i-th objective function gives the worst value of the i-th objective function (or maximum possible value) for each player (i = 1,2, ..., k). A modified game theory approach by [15] presented, the worst value of objective functions for each particle (i-th) that is belong to fi, is computed with a maximum / minimum value of objective functions. However, other objective vectors have their own optimal values(Particles that are under constraints are optimized with no regard to other objective functions), Such a procedure may run in a long presence of opposite objective function in nature, When an objective function increases, other functions decrease. Generally, in engineering applications, it could not be assumed that all objective functions are opposite of one another. Therefore, for optimizing multi-objective functions, alternative methods are needed for selecting the least desirable value for each objective function in order to carry out a modified game theory. A modified version of game theory was proposed here in which selecting the least (min) and most (max) desirable value for each objective function is carried out differently. In [5] , a revised version of game theory is proposed in which finding the maximum or minimum values of physical (objective) functions is carried out using particle swarm optimization (PSO). Then, the maximum and minimum values obtained from physical functions are given to game theory in order to find Pareto optimal solution. In the hybrid method proposed here; however, the problem of finding maximum and minimum values for physical functions does not exist. The algorithm presented later is a combination of the new version of the game theory with the NAVNSGA algorithm. The hybrid version of the Game theory using the NAVNSGA algorithm can be described as follows: 1) Minimize each k objective by Eq.(1) and subject to the constraint of Eq.(1) using the NAVNSGA algorithm. Find optimal points corresponding to objective functions. 2) Pareto optimal solutions, that are obtained from the NAVNSGA algorithm, could be combined with one another in the form of a weighted set of objective functions (FC) as follows: Super-criterion of S equation ensures that if any function is normalized, gets as far as possible from the least desirable point (normalized), which is equal to 1 for i= 1, 2,… , k . Therefore, S is defined as: (1) and its constrain; so that, it is appropriate for a mutually compromising bargaining model. Therefore, solutions are obtained as a set by using the NAVNSGA algorithm.
Design of an engineering system
An I-beam problem is an engineering design problem with multi-objective functions. It was solved using the combination of the NAVNSGA algorithm and game theory to evaluate the proposed approach. The optimal design of I-beam with two objective functions using the combination of the Game theory and the NAVNSGA algorithm is illustrated below.
Design of an I-beam
An I-beam design is shown in Fig. (1) [5] . Its parameters should be determined, so that it can tolerate pressures P and Q as seen in Fig. (1) . Optimization problem was formulated as follows:
Geometrical limitations are stated as follows: 10 ≤ x 1 ≤ 80,10 ≤ x 2 ≤ 50,0.9 ≤ x 3 ≤ 5,0.9 ≤ x 4 ≤ 5
The length of I-beam is L=200 cm, the external pressures are P= 600 kN and Q=50 kN. Young's modulus is E= 2× 10 4 kN /cm 2 and σb = 16 kN/cm 2 . Optimal solutions are shown in Tables (1) , (2) , and (3). The aim is to minimize f1 and f2 together. It is not possible, since they inversely relate to one another. In other words, if the amount of used material is much mor, then the crosssection is thicker, which in turn, decreases bending ratio f2 function. When f1 increases, f2 decreases. Therefore, decreasing both functions starts a "competition" between them. Table 1 . The implementation of I-beam using the NSGAI algorithm when the population size(number of individuals) is 40 and number of generation is 50, for 10 separate run. Table 2 . The implementation of I-beam using the NSGAII algorithm when the population size(number of individuals) is 40 and number of generation is 50, for 10 separate run. According to Fig.(3) , the NAVNSGA algorithm improves the results. As can be seen, the NAVNSGA algorithm "dominate" the results obtained from two other algorithms. Results were selected based on the least f1 among the solutions. Compared to proposed approach in [5] , the proposed model highly improves the results. The program used to implement this paper is the Microsoft visual studio C# windows form. 
Conclusions
Multi-objective evolutionary sorting algorithms are used for solving many real-world problems, they are also widely used in engineering systems optimization. On the other hand, the increasing use of multi-objective optimization algorithms in many scientific fields is undeniable. Therefore, multi-objective optimization algorithms can solve the problems existing in many scientific problems. For further research, the NAVNSGA algorithm could be used for optimizing other forms of multi-objective problems in engineering systems and strengths and weaknesses of these algorithms are examined by future research.
